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Deuterons provide the best way to generate neutron beams with well defined characteris
tics. The breakup cross section constitutes a significant (~ 30%) part of the total (dA) crosfl 
section, which does not depend on energy. Also, the higher the energy of the produced beams, 
the better their properties: at high neutron velocities vn/ c > k[;:;' /mn, the angular spread 
and yield at zero degree in the laboratory frame behave as ue. ~ 1/pn, Y ~ Pn2, which 
means that the stripping neutron beam self-collimates as the energy rises. Starting from 
the chrestomathic experiment of Helrnholz et al., neutron beams based on deuteron breakup 
were realized in different laboratories as soon as accelerated deuterons became available at 
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their facilities[4]. Polarized neutron beams are obtained from vector polarized deuterons. 
The question of polarization of such beams is not so obvious a priori. In[5], the polarization 
transfer from deuterons to protons t. = Pp/ Pd at 0° and pp = Pd/2 at breakup were studied. 
It was shown that the predominant part of the secondary protons inherits the' polarization 
of primary deuterons entirely, i.e. t. ~ 1. As neutron beams are formed under the same 
conditions, one may assume that Pn ~ Pd. ' 

The neutron beam lines of the Laboratory of High Energy Physics operate on the basis 
of a slowly extracted deuteron beam from the Sychrophasotron. The maximum momentum 
of extracted beams is 9GeV/c, the typical spill length - 0.5sec. Acceleration cycles repeat 
each 8-lOsec, depending on the energy. The nominal intensity of polarized deuterons at 
a maximum momentum is 109ppc (up to 5 • 1011ppc can be extracted in the unpolarized 
mode). The deuteron polarization is oriented along the vertical axis and can be flipped each 
cycle, which is important from a methodical point of view. Its absolute value is measured 
by a specially dedicated fast· polarimeter[6]. It was shown that there are no depolarizing 
resonances in the entire energy range of the Synchrophasotron. During recent operations, 
the average polarization of the deuteron beams was 0.535 ± 0.009[2]. We relate this value to 
our polarized neutron beams, also. 

There are two neutron beam lines, both situated in the main experimental halJ: The 
first was prepared at an early stage of the Delta-Sigma experiment working up and was used 
for methodical purposes. The channel was organized at the end of the VP-1[1] line where 
the slowly extracted beam dumps. The beam dump, whose central solid part was replaced 
by an insertion with a hole, served as the 3.5m long first section of the neutron collimator. 
It was followed by a 2.5m long iron block having a collimation hole 3cm in diameter. The 
distance from the neutron producing target to the collimator exit was 12m, determining 
the solid angle ~ 5µsr. At the certain bend angle of the sweeping magnet, it was possible 



to extract stripping protons from the same target into the 5V beam line where part of the 
flux was measured by a scintillator telescope. Using the measured value and the known 
relation between the acceptances for neutrons and protons, the flux in the neutron beam 
was calculated. The neutron intensity was also measured by activation of a CH-sample 
placed in the neutron beam. This is summary of the measurements (errors ~ 15 - 20%) 
carried out with a 20cm CH tar et-stripper are: 

Pn,GeV/c 1.13 1.50 1.77 2.25 4.5 
In/ Jd(109 ),ppc 7.6 • 103 /0.1 3.5 · 104 /0.3 7. 7 · 104 /0.5 1.6 · 105]o.8 f.O · 106 /1.0 

The first four points are calculations from t e proton fluxes and t e last was taken from the 
activation measurements. 

The spatial distribution in the neutron beam was checked by means of an assemblage 
consisting of three scintillators, SA,S1 ,S2, a convertor (10 - 30cm of polyethylene) and a 
multiwire proportional chamber, set up in the order: SA - Conv. - MWPC - S1 - S2. 
"Neutral" logic SA · S1 • S2 triggered the proportional chamber, whereas "charged" SA · 
S1 • S2 gave a charge contami~ation to the neutron beam. The neutrons interacted with 
the convertor matter and events with small angles, restricted by the S2 counter (±0.03r), 
projected the neutron beam spot on the chamber planes. Event selection solely by this 
trigger was insufficient at neutron momenta Pn 2:. 2Ge V/ c due to multiplicity growth, and 
an additional criteria, "only single events in the chamber planes", was then applied. The 
variances of measured and "true" distributions are connected via: (oJm••••l) 2 = (a}6••m))2 + 
L2[(at•m))2 + (atec.))2], where Lis the distance from the convertor center to the chamber. 

In this way, it was obtained that aim•••·> • atm•••·> ~ 11 • llmm2., where additions to the 
"pure" beam sizes does not exceed 10%. An example of the distribution, measured with a 
22cm polyethylene convertor is shown in Fig.la (no selection for multiplicity). 

As the Delta-Sigma experiment required a large floor space in a beam zone, the existing 
IV line was adopted for this purpose (see Figure). By means of the Bl-B3 bending magnets, 
primary deuterons were bent from the host direction of the extracted beam (VP-1) at the 
f4 point and directed to a neutron producing target of 17cm Be+ 6cm C (T). The Ql,Q2 
quadrupole dublet performed the required beam focusing. As it was important to retain 
the incident beam at strictly 0°, five multi wire· ionization chambers were installed along the 
beam line, including at positions just before the target and at the beam dump (BD) exit. 
Also, the directions after each bending magnet were preliminarily traced by means of a thin 
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Figure 1: Neutron space distributions: a,b - from MWPC, c - exposed emulsion 
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current-carrying wire. To turn neutron spins from the vertical direction to a longitudinal 
one, the beam line was equipped with a magnet (SRM) of 2.7 Teslameters maximum field 
integral. The neutron beam was formed by a collimator composed of four stages: Cl,C2 
(04cm, 03cm, iron) and C3,C4 '(02.Scm, brass) 6m in total length.The collimator defined 
.6.n ~ 3µsr, a l.2mrad angular divergence and a beam spot in the PPT, that fitted into 
a 03cm circle. The neutron space distribution was continuously monitored during data 
taking runs using a MWPC placed 50cm downbeam from the PPT. A capsule with the 
target material, situated in a 2.6T longitudinal magnetic field, served as a convertor. The 
vertical distribution at Pn = 4.5GeV/c is shown in Fig.lb (selection for multiplicity applied). 
A very visual test of the neutron spot was produced by an emulsion irradiated at the PPT 
entrance (Fig.le). Neutron flux was measured by the setup detectors, calibrated using the 
activation method during a preliminary run. Date taking runs were carried out at 1.92, 3.31 
and 4.50GeV/c neutron beam momenta. The intensities of the polarized neutrons, averaged 
over each run, were 2. 7 · 104, 2.0 · 105 and 4. 7 • l05 ii/cycle ± 10 -15% at deuteron intensities 
on the target· 3.0-6.5 · l08d/cycle. Charge contamination was negligible. Momentum spread 
of the neutrons was 5% (FWHM). 
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